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We examine the problem of control under incomplete information on the system’s 
phase states realized.The initial problem is stated as an encounter problem in a 
suitable differential game. We use the concepts and notation of the techniques 

in [l, 21. 

1. Statement of the problem, We consider the system described by the 

equation 
& / dt = A (0 Y + f* (t, u, v), u E P, 2, E Q (1.1) 

Here y is the object’s phase vector; u and 2, are the control vectors of the first and 
second players; P and Q are compacts; the matrix A (t) and the vector f* (t, u, 
v) are continuous functions. The subject of the paper is the problem of the first player 

(the ally [l]) about the encounter {y [6]}, E iI!f at a fixed instant 6 with a target 
set M specified in the m-dimensional space of the first m coordinates {Y}~ of vector 
y. The problem is reduced by a suitable linear transformation to the encounter problem 

z 161 E M at instant 6 for an m.-dimensional vector t with the same set M, where 
the time variation of IC [t is described by the equation 

& / dt = f (t, u, v) (1.2) 

The peculiarity of the problem is that at each current instant t E [to, 61 the first 
player knows only the information region G [t] containing the realization z [t]. There- 
fore, the problem is reduced to one of control of realizations G [t], which ensures the 
inclusion G [,@I C ikf. The target set M is assumed bounded, convex and closed. We 

assume that the admissible regions G [t] are also bounded, convex and closed. We dis- 
tinguish the following cases of the use of the information for constructing the regions 

G [tl. 
1’. The second player (opponent) may come to know both the realizations 2 [t] of 

the phase vector as well as the realizations u [ tl of the first player’s control at the cur- 
rent instant 1. The first player knows at the current instant t the realizations G [t] 
of the information region, but does not receive direct information on the realizations 
2, It] of the second player’s control. 

2”. The second player may come to know the realizations x [ tl, but has no direct 
information on the realizations u [ tj . The first player knows the realizations G 1 t], but 
does not receive direct information on the realizations u [t]. 

3”. The second player may come to know x [t]. The first player knows G [tl and 
can use the values of v f t] in the controls producing the operating force u [ tl, but he 
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cannot use the values of v [z] (.t < t) for making the realization G [tj of the infor- 
mation region more precise. 

4’. The second player may come to know J: [tl. The first player knows G [t] and 
can use the values of 2, Ltl in the devices developing the control u [t]; he can alsouse 
the values of II [z] (Z < t) for constructing the realization G [t]. 

In all the cases the first player’s control procedure in the small half-intervals t, 6 
t ( t* is based on the following concept of his program u it, , t*), which is used 
here to construct analogs of the strategies in [l]. In each case we first define the con- 

cept of an elementary program u, [t*, t*), which we next extend to the more general 

concept of a program U [t,, t*). An elementary program, specified for t, < t < t* , 
is a piecewise-constant function u [t] E P or a function piecewise-constant in t (e. g, , 
a probability measure pt (du) on P) or a function u (t, v) EZ P piecewise-constant 

in t and Bore1 measurable in v E Q (respectively, in the cases 1” or 2”, or 3’ and 4”) ; 
it is defined as an operation which forms the point sets 

G, [t*, t”] =: co (x : z = j’I(Wl,W)~~; n(t)fZ 9) (1.3) 
t” 

t* 

Gz[t,,t*] +:x= s s 
t. PxQ 

f(t,~,~)~~t(du)~t(dv);~~(dv)} (1.4) 

where vt (dv) ranges over the set of all possible probability measures vt (dv) on Q 
weakly measurable in t 1. 

G, [t*, t*] = co (x : x = 1 ~-f(t,u(t,u(t)),u(t))dt; GEQ} (1.5) 
t* 

G,(t,,t*1 =x = jj(t,u(t,u(t)),u(t))dt;u(t)~-Q 
t* 

(1.6) 

where the symbol co {z : t = . . . } denotes the closed convex hull of the corresponding 

set of vectors Z; in equalities (1.3) and (1.5) 2, (2) ranges over the set of all possible 
Lebesgue-measurable functions 2, (t) E Q, while in equality (1.6) v (t) it is some such 

fixed function. 
The convex closed bounded region Gj [t,, t*] is characterized by its support function 

& (I; t*, t,, U) = max, Z’x, x E GI (1.7) 

(The vectors are treated as column-vectors, the prime denotes transposition, 11 111 de- 
notes the Euclidean norm vector 1.) The functions gj (1; t*, t,, u) of the variable 1 
are looked upon as elements of a Hilbert space (see Cl]), H of functions h (1) square- 
integrable on the sphere II111 < 1 ; th e scalar product (h-g> in H is defined by the 

equality 
(hog) = 

I 
h(Wg(OW I (1.3) 

IPI <r 

hence the norm 1) h Ib is defined by the equality 

jlhll~ = (h-h)“2 (1.9) 

For a fixed value of j we set up in the closed space H the convex hull CO{~I} of the 

set of all support functions gj (I; t* , t,, a,). corresponding to all possible elementary 

programs U, [t,, t*) for fixed & and t*. The operation which forms the set G [t*, 
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t*] corresponding to some support function g (Z; t*, t*, u) E CO {gj} is now called 
the program U It,, t*) for the given value of i. 

The fixed region G [t,] and program u [t,, t*) define the attainability region 

G (t*, t,, G [t,l, U) which comprises all points r* = x* + z, wherez, E G [&.I 
and 2 E G [t,, t*]. The time variation of regions G [t] is subject to the following 

conditions (see Cl]). Suppose that at the instant t = t, the region G It,] has been re- 
alized and that for the half-interval [t*, t*) the first player has chosen some program 

u It,, t*). Then, only a region G [t*] which satisfies the inclusion 

G [t*l E G (t*, t,, G It,], U) (1.10) 

can be realized at the instant t = t* . In addition, we assume that the region G [t*] 
and the program U [t,, t*) delineate the family {G* [t*l; G it,], U [t,, t*)} of 
possible realization of regions G* [t*] satisfying condition (1.10). Thus,only the region 

G b*l E {G* [t*l; G It,], U It,, t*)} (1.11) 

can be realized at the instant t = t*. The properties of admissible families (1. 11) 
will be stated later on, 

The first player must form his own control on a discrete-time scheme based on a suit- 
able partitioning A = {‘Go; z,, = to, i = 1. . . ., n, T, = 6) of the t -axis into 

half-intervals [zi, ~r+~). Each program U [ri, -ci+r) chosen by the first player at the 
instant ri for the next half-interval [Zi, Ti+l) is determined by the realization G 1~11 
and, possibly, by the realizations at instant 9 of some other auxiliary variables which 
the first player finds it convenient to form in his control devices, Let &f@) be the Eu- 
clidean C-neighborhood of the set &f. Then, the first player’s task is to construct a con- 

trol procedure which is determined by the programs {U [zi, T~+~); G [zi],. . .} ope- 
rating in the small intervals [zi , Zi+J and which ensures, for every preselected value of 
e > 0 , the inclusion 

(1.12) 

for all possible realizations of regions G [t] satisfying conditions (1,lO) and (1. ll), if 

only the step 6 (A) = maxi (ti+l - pi) of partitioning A is sufficiently small. 

2. Formalization of the problem, The time variation of the information 
regions G [t] is treated as a motion g [I; tl in the functional phase space H contain- 
ing, according to Sect, 1, the support functions 

g [I; tl = max, Z’x, I(: E G ItI (2.1) 

of regions G It]. Let g [I; t, I be the support function for region G [t, 1. The support 
function g (I; t*, t,, g [Z; t,], U) of the attainability region G (t*, t*, G It,], U) 
is defined by the equality 

g (Z; t*, t*, g [Z; t*I, U) = g [I; t*l + g (I; t*, t,, U) (2; 2) 

where the quantity g (I; t*, t,, U) has been defined in Sect. 1 above. 
As a special case of condition (1.11) we choose the following inequality (see [l]) : 

g [I; tl + g [-- 1, tl =G rp (4 0 (2.3) 

where we assume the function cp (t, 11) to be nonincreasing and differentiable in t . In 
the general case we rewrite condition (1.11) for the support function g [I, t] again as 
an inclusion 
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g [I; PI E {g*k t*l; g 11; t*l, u lt,, t*)} (2.4) 

We make the following assumptions concerning condition (2.4) : (1) generally, condition 
(2.4) does not include the requirement that g [I; t] be a support function for some re- 
gion G [t], it can be applied to some elements g [I, t] E H which are not support 

functions ; (2) the problems appearing below on the minimum of (3.1) and (4.1) under 
condition (2.4) have the solutions p” and Ug needed in Sects. 3 and 4 ; (3) let the func- 
tion g [I; t*] be formed in g [I, &I, U [t*, t*) and p (1) in accordance with (2.6) 
(see below) and let it satisfy inclusion (2.4) for t = t* ; then for the same program 

U [t,, t*) we can find a segment p* (Z) < p (1) such that the function g, [I; t*l = 
g 1Z; t*l -kg (Z; t*, t,, U) - p* (1) again satisfies inclusion (2.4) for t = t* with 
the inequality 

IIp*(Z)((H < j3 (t* - t*> (P = co*st) (2.5) 

also satisfied. All the listed assumptions are satisfied in the special case (2,3) of condi- 

tion (2.4). Thus, any function g [I; t,] E H, of the form 

g II; t*l = g [I; t*l + g (1; t*, t,, U) - p (I) (2.6) 

where the segment p (1) is a nonnegative function from H, such that condition (2.4), 
or, in the special case, condition (2.3) (for t = t*) , is satisfied, is called the motion 

g [I; t*l from the position g [Z; t*] E H generated by the program U [t,, t*) . 
We seek the resolving control procedure in a scheme with a guide (see Cl]). We de- 

scribe the states of the guide model also by the elements w [I; tl E H. we do not re- 
quire that the function w [I; t] E H necessarily be a support function for some region 
G [t]. The guide’s motion w [Z; t*] generated by some program U [t,, t*) from 
the position w \I; t*) is defined at first, by analogy with (2.6), by the formula 

w* [I; t*l = wrz; t*l + g (1; t*, t,, U) - p (Z), p (Z) a 0 (2.7) 

and then we allow a further change in it by a jump w* [ 1; t*] -+ w [Z; t*] satisfying 
the condition 

(1 Aw\j~ = 11 w 11; t*l - w* tz; t*l\(H < a (6) (ai+ - zi) 

where a (6) -+ 0 = 6 3 0, Ti+l - Ti < 6. 

Now, the collection 

{ ug ([r,, Zi+J; g IZ; Til, W tl; Til) 

U”([Zi, Ti+r); g [Z; Til, W II; Til, g 11; Ti+ll) 

p* (2; g [Z; Til, W 11; Tilr g lz; Ti+ll) 

W [Z; ‘Gi+l; W [Z; Til, U”, p*y glZ; zi*Ill} (i =O,l,. . . ,<o=fo) 

where the programs Ug IT*, TV+,) determine the system’s motion g [I; t] in accord 

with conditions (2.6) and (2.4) (for t, = Ti, t* = ‘Gi+l and U = V), whii theprog- 

rams U* [Tiy ~~+J,the segment p* (1) and the function W [Z; ~t+~l determine succes- 

sively the guide’s motion w [I; t] in the intervals [rir ai+11 , is called the first player’s 
strategy U (a pure strategy U(l) in Case l”, a mixed strategy UCz) in Case 2’) a coun- 
terstrategy U,(v) or a counterstrategy U,(v) in Cases 3’ or 4”). Thus,in the present 

formalization it remains for the second player to choose the segments p (1) = pg 1 Z; 
Ti] (i = 0, 1,. , .) in the motion g II, tJ in (2.6) of the given controlled system. 

Let L be the set of elements h (1) of H, which satisfy the condition h (1) < m (I), 
where m (2) is the support function of set M. We denote the c-neighborhood of set L 
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in the metric of space H by L(c) , The introduced concepts lead to the following for- 
malization of the original problem on encounter with set M extensively described in 
Sect, 1. 

P T o b 1 e m 2. 1, We consider the Cases lo-3’ or 4”. The instant 6 and the initial 
position g [I; t,] (t, ( 9) are given. Find the strategy U which ensures, for every 
preselected value of e > 0 , the inclusion 

g It; 61 E L(E) (2.8) 
for every motion g [I; tl generated by it from the given position g Ii; toI, if only the 
step 6 (A) = maxi fzi+r - zi) of the partitioning A (T* ) of the f-axis is suffici- 
ently small. 

3, Stable brfdgos As in a position differential game with complete information 
[l], in the considered case of incomplete information being the construction of the pro- 
cedure for control with a guide is based on the concept of a stable bridge W in thespace 
{t, N}, which must connect the initial position g 11; t,] with the target set L and along 
which by suitable action the guide’s motion w [I; t] can be led to set L at the instant 
t = 6, while at the same time compelling the system’s motion g [I; t] and the guide’s 
motion w [I; t] to track each other. 

Let h (I) be some nonnegative function from H and let g IL; t,l be some admissi- 
ble element from H, i.e. a function g [I; t,] = h (I) E If which does not contradict 
condition (2.4)‘ although g !I; t] is possibly but not necessarily the support function for 
some suitable region G [f]. Further, let U It,, t*) be some program. By the symbol 
p0 (I; t*, t,, g II; t,l, U, A) we denote tne extremal segment p (I) in equality(2.6) 
which among all the segments p (I) satisfying condition (2.4), also satisfies the following 
condition of minimum : 

(p” (I; t*, t,, g u; t*f, u, V-h (O> = 7’ <p (O* h (t)> (3.9 

We assume (see Sect, 2) that condition (2.4) is such that the definition of the extremal 
segment p” as a function (perhaps nonunique) of the arguments t,, t*, g [ 1; t,], U 
and h is well posed. Every function p* (Z) d&ring the function 

h* (I) = g tz; t*l + g (I; t*, t,, U) - p* (1) 

contained in the closed convex hull of the functions 

h (0 = g D; r*l + g(C r*, r,, U) - PO (1; t*, t,, g tr; t*l, U, h) 

where the segments p” (1) have already been determined by the m~mum condition 
(3.l),is also (formally) called an extremal segment p” (1, t*, t,, g [I; t*], U*, A) , 
Here the function. g 12; t*] and h (1) are fixed, and U is an arbitrary program U If*, 
t*,I. 

Now let w be some closed set in space {t, H}. The symbol %’ (t) denotes the inter- 
section of W with the hyperplane t = con&, We say that set W forms a stable bridge 
reaching L at the instant # if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

1) for any 8> 0 if w D; 31 E: W (e) and w [I; 61 < g IZ; 4% ito [k 81 - 
g ii; 81 b < 8,where g [Z; $1 is the support function for some possible realization of 
region G [@I, then w 11; 61 E L@); 

2) for any sufficiently small cc > 0 we can find 6 > 0 satisfying the following 
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condition: suppose that we have chosen some values t, E It,, 6) and t* E (t., 61, 
t* - t, < 6, an element w [I; t*l E W (t*) and a nonnegative function & (I) E 
H, satisfying the following condition : the function g II; t*l = h (i) -f- w [a; t, ] 

is the support function for some possible region G [ &.I, and, finally, suppose that we have 
chosen some support function g [I; t*] satisfying condition (2.4) for some choice of 
program U*; then we can find at least one program U [t,, t*) which ensures the in- 

ewaliQ [ w* [I; t*] - w II; t*](IH < cff (t* - t*) 
w* Ii; t*l = min {g II; t*l; w [I; t,l + g (1; t*, t,, U) - 

PO (1; t*, t*, g U, t*l, u, A)) 

rp[k PI G W (t*), w [1; t*l < g LZ; t*l (3.2) 

for at least one eXt.Emal segment p” (l; t*, t,, g It; t*], u, h) corresponding to 
this program II It,, t*) . 

4, EXtlWmXl rttrtegy, We nowconstruct the extremal strategy fi. Let W be 
some stable bridge reaching L at instant ti, The strategy 

U’ = (US, U”, pw, w (1; 7&l)} 

is sai-d to be the strategy u” extremal to this bridge W . It is defined as follows: sup- 
pose that certain values 

g 1’; ‘ilt w [I; ‘il ~ W (ai), il[l; 7i] = 6 [I; 7jj - W [I; Zil ~ O 

have been realized at the instant t = ri (i = 0, 1,. . .) , We choose the program 

ug (ITi, T i+& g [I; Til, w It; ZJ) 

from the condition of mi~um 

(h [i!; ZiJ*[g (I; ‘ti+l, Zi, U”) - p” (I; ‘ti+lt Zi, g II; rJt ug* h [I; ril)J> = 

minu (h [k; T,]*[g (I; 7i+l, Zi, U)--_P”(l; ri+l, Tit g [k rtl, u, k [l;ril)D 

where the pw (I) are extremal segments fully defined by the minimum condition (3.1). 
The chosen program Ug [xi, zi,r) , together with the segment p 11; ~i+,l selected by 
the second player, determines the motion 

8 [I; %*,I = g[C Til + g (1; TGi+i, zi, uq - p [Z; Zi+J 

Now the program U” ([zi, z~+~), g [I; ~~1, w [1; ~~1, g[Z; Zi+l]) is chosen on the basis 
of property (2) of the stable bridge W from the condition (see (3.2)) 

W [I; Ti+ll E W (Ti+J, W [E; Ti+ll \< g It; Ti+ll (4.1) 
where 

l/W [J; ai+ - w* [I; TifJ j/N Q a (6) [.%+I - %I 

w* [1; zi+rl - min {g [Z; ritllr w [Z; Til + g (I; Ti+l, ?;i, VW) - 

PO (I; Tf+l, Tit g 11; zil 
U”, 3L [I; zil)}, a (6) -+ 0 

a3 6 = maxt (z~+~ - zi) -+ 0. Therefore, the segment pm (I; Zi+lr Ti, g Ii; zil, 

w [I; zi], g [I; T~+~]), defiiing the model’s motion 

W* [I?; Ti+J = W [I; Til + g (1; Ti+l, Tip VW) - p” (Z; 'i+ll (4‘ 2) 
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‘tie g 11; Zj], W Iz; Zil$ g [I; ‘*+ll) 
is determined by the equality 

pw = Jr0 (Z; zit1, ti, g II; ZJ, uw, h D; Till + p** (I) 

where p*’ (1) is a nonnegative function specified by conditions (4.1) and (4.2). 
The extremal strategy u” constructed in this way, together with the segments p IL; 

zil selected by the second player, determines the system’s motion g II; zi] and the 
guide’s motion w [I; zi] for i = 0, 1,. . . from the position {g fZ; &,I, tlf [I; &,I}, 
where at the instant to= q,we choose w II; z,] = g II; l;& From the conditions of 
bridge W stability based on the selection of all the functions listed above, it follows 
that the strategy u” extremal to this bridge ensures the preservation of w [Z; ~~1 E 
W (‘GJ for all values of zi (i = 0, 1,. . ., n), Le. up to the Instant 7, = $, pro- 
vided that w [I; z,,] E W (zo), 

6, B sl;f c rsrul tr, The following statement is valid. 
Theorem 5. 1. Let g [ 1; t,] E W (to), where W is a stable bridge reaching L 

at Instant 6. Then the strategy u” extremal to this bridge solves Problem 2.1. 
The proof of Theorem 5. I similar to that of similar theorems in [l] for games with 

complete ~forma~on, is based on the estimate 

Ilg[Z; Ti+i] - W* [Z; Zi+i] lb2 < /I gil; zil - w [I; zif l/H2 + 0 (ri+f - ri) 

where o (6) is an infinitesimal of higher order than 6. The proof of (5.1) differs in de- 
tails only from that of the analogous estimate in [I]. 

6, Approximrte control rchrms, Henceforth, for definiteness we take con- 
dition (2.4) in the form of inequality (2.3). We describe the approximate procedures 
corresponding to the programs Ug [zi, ti+,) selected by the first player’s extremal pure, 
mixed, or counter-strategy T/” in cases lo- 4”) respectively. Thus, suppose that an extre- 
ma1 strategy LP prescribes for the half-interval [zi, tit,) some program Ug [zi, s~+~). 
We divide the half-interval fz,, z++J into some sufficiently large number of smaller 
half-intervals Iri,@, agi,) (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , kfif, TO(‘) = zi, T$] = z~+~) and approxi- 
mate the program fig [z$, ri+i ) by a suitable elementary program, The approximating 
elementary program U,g [zi, zi+J must ensure the appropriate proximity of the functions 
f? (I; ri+r, ri7 UP) and B (1, ri+iT zi, U,g). A suitable approximation is always possible 
under the definition introduced for the program Ug [zi, z~+J . 

Let the indicated elementary program U, g [zi, %*+I) be determined in Cases 1’. 3’ and 
4’ as a piecewi~-co~tant in time t function i&Q [t] or u(*) (I, v) , respectively. Then 
when the control is effected by a real system, it is the control u = a@) It] (or (&f ft, 
v [tl)) that is actually fed into it in the half-interval [‘$ ri+i). And that control, for any 

preselected value of E > 0 ,ensures the inclusion 

2161 E iM@) (6.1) 

when the steps &f = maxi pi+1 - xi) and S@ = maxR (T$! - z:‘) are chosen suffi- 
ciently small, 

In Case 2’ let the approximating elementary program U,g [zi, zi+J be determined by 
the piecewise constant in time function ptti) (du). Then, when the control is effected by 
a real system, it is the piecewise constant control u It1 = w(*) that is actually fed into 
it in the half-intervals [ttcci), T&, where CL&~) is the result of a random trial at choos- 
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ing a vector IL with the probability distribution pkci) (du) = p~1 ti) @IL) (T/c@) < t < r$). 

On the assumption of stochastic independence of the controls u [t] and D [t] in the 
small half-intervals [.cktiJ , T&Y,!‘:) (as in [I]) this control, for any preselected values of 
E > 0 and P < 1 , ensures inclusion (6.1) with a probability not less than p when the 
steps 6 and 6@) are chosen sufficiently small. Further, when the control method des- 

cribed is put into effect, the realizations g 11, zk@)] should be increased by the sufficiently 
small quantity a (Q) - Q,‘iz1) 11 z 11. 

7. Al t e t n at 1 v 6, Thus, according to what we have presented above, for solving 
Problem 2.1 and for a practical realization of the control u leading the motion z [t] 

at a specified instant t = 6 into a preselected small neighborhood M(‘) of set M , it is 

sufficient to know how to construct a stable bridge W in the space {t, H}, reaching L 
at the instant 19. Therefore, as in a differential game with complete information [l] the 
question arises of the existence of a suitable bridge W when Problem 2.1 has a solution, 
and of effective methods for the construction of the required bridge W. An affirmative 

answer is given below to the first question. The effective construction of stable bridges 
in the case being considered here of a game with inclomplete information, as in the ana- 

logous cases of games with complete information [l], is possible either on the basis ofthe 
extremal aiming method (see [I]), or in the form of a pr i or i stable bridges (see Cl]). 

However, the modification of these methods for their application to the encounter prob- 
lems in a differential position game with incomplete information falls outside the scope 
of this article and will be the subject of another paper. 

The question of the existence of a stable bridge W in space {t, H) is answered in con- 
nection with the following theorem on the alternative (see the analogous case in Cl]), 
which we cite here without proof. 

Theorem ‘7. 1. For given M and 6 one of the following two statements is valid 
for every initial state g rl; to] (to < 6) : either Problem 2.1 has a solution or (otherwise) 
a value of E > 0 exists such that for any choice of partitioning A = {zi} with a suffi- 
ciently small step and of control u [tl successively chosen by the first player in the half- 

intervals [ri, z+J,, the second player can dispose of the segments P [I; zil in the motions 

g [I; ri] given by (2.6) so as to exclude the inclusion G [I?] c M@. 
This theorem on the alternative, as for a game with complete information (see [l]) is 

proved as follows. From the region to < t < 6 in space (t, H) we remove all those points 
{ t, h (l)), for each of which, as well as for the initial state g [l, tl = h (l), the second 

statement of Theorem 7.1 issatisfied for atleast one value of e > 0; we also remove all the 
points {t, h (I)} for which condition (2.3) is not satisfied. We are left with a point set 
W forming a stable bridge reaching M at instant 6. The stability Conditions (1) and 
(2) for W (see Sect. 3) are strongly satisfied. Namely : (1’) if UI [Z; fbl E W CO), then 
w [I, @I E L; (2”) suppose that we have chosen some values t* E [to, 6) and t* E (t*, 
01, an element UJ [I; t, ] E W (t,J and a nonnegative function h (1) E H , then we can 

find at least one program u [t,, t*) which ensures the inclusion w [ 1; t* ] E W’ (t*) for 

the motion 

w [I; t*l = w [Z; t*l + g (1; t*, t*, U)-_p”(l; t*, t,, w [I; t*l +a (Z), lJ [t*, t*), h (4) 

From such a construction of the stable bridge w follows the validity of the assertion that 
whenever Problem 2.1 is solvable for a given initial state g [I; toI , a stable bridge w 
exists, that reaches M at instant 8 ; consequently, if only a solution of Problem 2.1 
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exists, it can always be constructed as a strategy U0 extremal to a suitable stable bridge 
W. Such solution can be realized as the approximate procedure described in Sect. 6. 

In conclusion we note that when all possible points Z+ [t*] in the attainability region 
G (t*, t,, G [t*l = I [t*l, U it*, t*)) , and only they, are. the elements G* ItSI of the family 

{G* [t*]} of (1.11) we obtain the idea of a differential position game with complete in- 
formation, in the formalization given in [l] . In a game with complete phase infocma- 
tion the distinction between Cases 2’ and 4’ disappears and both these cases reduce to 

one and the same minimax differential game (see Cl]). We take this opportunity to note 
that in the most general minimax differential position game the results for the nonlinear 
system dx / dt=f (t, x, u, v) remain entirely unchanged if in the constructions of that 
game the realization v [t] of the opponent’s control at the current instant t is replaced 

by the quantity t 

v- (t) = lim 
LS 

dS 
v[Fl(t_ 9 r-t---O 1 (7.1) 

for almost all values of f for which the limit (7.1) exists and, it can be assumed that 
v- (t) is an arbitrary quantity v E Q for those values of t for which the limit (7. 1) does 

not exist, According to results in the theory of functions of a real variable, for every 

choice of a measurable realization v [t] the equality v [t] = v- (t) is valid for almost 

all values of t E [to, 81 . Hence, the Euler base broken lines zA [tl which satisfy the 
equations 

dz,/dt = f (t, “A [t], u (2i, 5A [zi], D it]), 2) it]) 
(‘ti d t < %+J 

(see Cl]), ace absolutely unaltered when v [tl is replaced by v- (t) and consequently, 
the motions x [tl, which are the limits of these Ruler broken lines, are entirely unchanged. 
Thus, in the minimax differential position game in the considered formalizations we do 
not require, strictly speaking, at each current instant t information on the current reali- 

zation v [t] of the opponent’s control at that same instant ; it suffices to know only the 
history {v hl} (z < t) of this realization up to the instant t. Moreover, as a consequence 
of the limitation of the choice available to the opponent by the measurable realizations 

v it1 and of the equality v It] = v- (t) valid for such realizations, for almost all values 

of t , this assertion may have a formal sense. 
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